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Decorative Dahlias

Double loose flowering varieties, full to center, with broad nearly flat petal.

AZALEA—Big bloom. Creamy yellow, tinged pink $1.00
BONNIE BRAE—Cream shaded pink 3.00
BROOKVILLE—Stately stems. Huge bloom of rich pink 1.00
CAROLYN WINTJEN—Large. Good stem. Salmon shaded rose 2.50
COPPER—Large flower. Copper shaded bronze .50
CHIEFTAIN—Buff, streaked and speckled rich red .75
D. M. MOORE—Darkest velvety maroon .50
EARL WILLIAMS—Fine. Brilliant crimson shaded white 5.00
EDITH WARD—Deep velvety maroon. Splendid stems 2.50
GLORIEUX—Golden yellow with bronze center 5.00
GLORY of NEW HAVEN—Clear lavender, veined darker 2.00
GOODBYE DELICE—Pure shade of light pink 2.00
HAZEL von ALLEN—Straw ground, overlaid raspberry .75
HORTULANUS PIET—Shrimp pink touched with gold
INSULINDE—Upright flower of golden orange 2.50
JEAN KERR—A lovely white on good stems 1.00
JEANNNE CHARMET—Pink lilac. Full and fluffy .35
JOHN LEWIS CHILDS—Novelty. Yellow suffused scarlet and white 2.50
JUDGE MAREAN—A monster of cerise pink, shaded gold 5.00
JANE SELBY—Delicate mauve pink. Immense 1.00
KNIFFIN ROCKWELL—French orange. Yellow center, splashed white 1.50
KING SOL—Good flower of rich lemon yellow .50
LADY BETTY—Large. Pinkish haze over creamy white 5.00
Le TOREADOR—Wonderful keeper of glowing crimson 5.00
LILLIAN K—Splendid flower. Excellent texture. Pink 1.50
LODESTAR—Clear light yellow. Stiff stems .50
MANDIANA—A hedge dahlia. Huge red blooms 1.00
MILDRED SLOCOMBE—Lavender pink. Fine flower 1.00
MRS. CARL SALBACH—A prize winner of mauve pink 2.00
MRS. I. de Ver Warner—Huge. Charming soft orchid 10.00
MADONNA—English hybrid of ivory white 1.00
MARYAN—Big bloom of apricot and orange 1.50
MINA BURGLE—Profuse bloomer. Richest of red .35
Mrs. C. H. BRECK—Hybrid of yellow suffused Carmine .50
Mrs. WM. J. ROWE—Large, graceful. Amber shading yellow 2.00
OLD SOL—Glowing orange and yellow .50
OSAM SHUDOW—A unique mammoth of rich rose pink 5.00
PRINCESS PAT—Beautiful shade of old rose 2.00
POLAR STAR—Purest of white. Long stems .75
PRIDE of CALIFORNIA—Large red on sturdy stem 1.00
QUEENIE—Golden amber tipped salmon red 1.00
ROAZON—Monster of crushed raspberry and amethyst 2.00
ROSA NELL—Big blooms of vivid rose. The best type 3.50
ROSEMAWR—Immense. Rich rose pink 2.00
SNOWDRIFT—Giant with waxy white pedals 2.00
STUNNER—Just as name implies. Beautiful yellow 1.00
SOUV. du GUSTAV DOAZON—Old reliable brick red .35
THE GRIZZLY—Immense velvety maroon blooms 2.00
THE U. S. A.—Deep orange. Splendid type of flower 5.00
THE MAHDI—Rich carmine, streaked with cream. Fine 1.00
THE MILLIONAIRE—Largest. Dainty lavender, overcast pink 1.50
WOOZY OF OZ—Cream and pink. Beautiful 2.50
Cactus and Hybrid Cactus Dahlias

Long narrow twisted or incurved petals, pointed and fluted. The hybrids are coarser and broader petaled.

ATTRACTION—A Holland hybrid of clear lilac rose .................. $.75
BIANCA—Large, splendid form. Clear orchid .................. .50
BALLET GIRL—Varicolored combination of orange and white 2.50
BIZARRE—White shaded wine and base .................. .75
BREAK O’DAY—Hybrid of clear sulphur white .................. 1.00
GLADYS SHERWOOD—Immense bloom of creamy white 1.50
ETENDARD DE LYON—Hybrid of rose violet. Good stems .75
F. W. FELLOWS—Coral. Everybody’s favorite. Type perfect .75
GEORGE WALTERS—Best hybrid. Pinkish salmon
Great bloomer .................. .75
GOLDEN WEST—Hybrid of golden yellow .................. .75
tipped with snow .................. .75
KALIF—Hybrid. A favorite of bright red .................. .75
LA FAVORITA—California hybrid. Charming bright salmon. 2.00
LIEUT. ROBINSON, V. C.—Narrow florets of clear ruby .75
MRS. W. E. ESTES—An incomparable white hybrid 1.50
MAJORIE CASTLETON—Dainty pink, shaded white .25
MELODY—White, yellow toward center .25
MEPHISTOCLES—Hybrid. Fire and brimstone 1.25
MRS. EDNA SPENCER—Delicate exquisite lavender 1.50
MRS. HERBERT BLACKMAN—White center shaded to .rose pink .................. 1.00
MRS. MAGARET STREDWICK—Richest pink.
Extreme cactus type 1.00
PIERROTT—Large. Clear amber tipped white .50
QUAKER CITY—Finely formed hybrid of primrose 1.00
SNOWDRIFT—An American cactus of pure white 2.00
THE CHOCOLATE SOLDIER—Fine stem. Chocolate maroon 5.00
UNION JACK—English cactus. Red and white stripes .50
VALIANT—Giant of brilliant crimson .................. .75
VULCAN—Bold flower of deep maroon, flecked white 1.00
WM. J. ROWE—Hybrid. Deep velvety red. Strong grower 2.00
WOLFGANG VON GOETTE—Madder red, shaded gold .50

Pompom Dahlias

A miniature symmetrical form not over two inches in diameter.

AMBER QUEEN—Rich amber, shaded burnt orange .................. .25
BELLE OF SPRINGFIELD—A little gem of brilliant red .................. .25
DARKEST OF ALL—Deep glowing maroon ............. .25
FAIRY QUEEN—Yellow tipped red. Fine stems ............. .25
GLOW—Light old rose coral .................. .50
LITTLE BEAUTY—Wonderfully quilled. Light pink .25
LITTLE BESSIE—Creamy white .................. .25
NEMESIS—Red with white edges .................. .25
PHOEBE—A vivid orange, tipped red .................. .25
SAN TOY—Fine for cutting. White tipped .................. .25
VIVID—A vivid orange red .................. .25
Peony or Art Dahlias
Semi-double flowers with open center, whose florets are more or less irregularly twisted.

ANNIE SLOCOMBE—Amber yellow. Back of petals red........... $2.00
AUTUMN TINTS—Deeper tints of autumn leaves.................. 1.00
COPPER—Copper tinted bronze and apricot....................... .75
CREAM KING—Fine for garden and show.......................... .75
FANTASTIQUE—Orchid like bloom. Wine, edged white............. 1.00
GEORGE H. MASTICK—Maroon tipped wine red...................... 2.00
GLADYS L—Rich velvety scarlet. Golden disc. Fine.............. .50
JULIET MAY—Lavender pink, shaded white in center............. 2.00
MADAM J. COISSARD—Cerise and white............................ .50
MRS. JESSIE L. SEAL—Fine plant. Good stem. Deep pink........ 1.00
MASTERPIECE—Pale old gold. Unique form......................... .35
MEYERBEER—Large rich crimson and purple.................... .75
PACIFIC GLOW—Exhibition bloom. Beautiful pink.................. 1.50
PITTI SING—Oriental red, gold suffusion. A gem................. 1.00
QUEEN ESTHER—Heavy petals of dubarry red..................... 1.00
THE HUNGRY TIGER OF "OZ"—Yellow, tinged apricot........... 2.50
THE LITTLE PINK KITTEN OF "OZ"—Soft blush pink............. 1.50
THE BILLIONARE—Enormous bloom of orange gold............... 1.50
W. T. MACFARLANE—Bright cardinal, clouded yellow............ 2.00

Show Dahlias
Globular shaped double flowers, full to the center with finery quilled petals.

A. D. LIVONI—Small, but beautifully quilled pink............... .25
AMATISTA—Perfect ball of live amethyst......................... .50
ARABELLE—Cream yellow, shaded shell pink..................... .25
AYESHA—Bold flower of light lemon. Strong grower............... .50
BEAUTY—A little gem of glistening white....................... .25
DOROTHY PEACOCK—Wonderful producer of pleasing pink........ .50
GENERAL MILES—A violet giant, splashed purple.............. 1.00
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY—Gorgeous giant of pure gold.............. 1.50
GOLD MEDAL—Primrose overlaid flame. A winner................ .50
JANE ROSE—A hybrid of glorius pink............................ .75
JOHN TOZER—Good bloom of bishop's violet..................... .50
LES ARMOURS de MADAME—Cerise, striped wine.................. .50
LECOLOSSE—Enormous bloom. Rich Roman red.................... 1.00
SANHICAN—Immense ball of bright garnet, Glorius............. 1.00
W. W. RAWSON—Large perfect form. White tinged lavender....... .50
YUBAN—Immense. Buff yellow, striped red.................... .75

SPECIAL OFFERS IN DAHLIAS
MIXED and UNNAMED TUBERS—Fine for cutting and bouquets. Per dozen.................................................. $1.50
NAMED VARIETIES—All labeled. A glorius garden full. Selected from surplus stock. Per dozen............................... $2.50

ANNUALS
Cosmos, Zinnias, Marigolds, Balsams, Straw Flowers, Cocks' Combs, Miniature Sunflowers, Petunias, Ageratum, Corn Flowers and others. Per dozen 25 cents.

NOTE!
It is suggested that those unacquainted with the merits and habits of the many varieties of dahlias, leave the selection to me. Send the amount you want to invest, stating colors you most desire, and I'll send those that will surely delight you